NATIONALISM,   1914-1920
notables went there on pilgrimage. Later, at a tribal gathering
at Shumali, the leading shaikhs between Shinafiya and Hilla
unanimously determined to follow the lead of Yusuf as-Suuaidi
and Saiyid Muhammad as-Sadr. As a result of incitement from
Baghdad, the Holy Cities and Syria, the tribes and towns
became increasingly restless. A train was derailed above
Baghdad in late May, and others below Hilla in early June.
Petty crimes increased at an alarming rate. Arabs in govern-
ment service began to resign. The collection of revenue on
winter crops became more and more difficult. In Shatra, in
the Muntafiq, it had already been intimated to Captain Mead,
the Assistant Political Officer, on May lyth, that should he
persist in carrying out chain or rope measurement of crops, he
would be forcibly resisted.1 The arrest of six agitators at Hilla2
relaxed the tension there, but the arrest and deportation to
Henjam8 of Mirza Muhammad Ridha and nine others at
Karbala on June 22nd added to the perilousness of the situation
on the middle Euphrates. The arrest of Hajji Mukluf, the
principal agitator in Diwaniya, did nothing to check the rising
there. Signs of incipient unrest were manifest everywhere and
a lapse into former lawlessness and anarchy seemed imminent.
It was clear that only a spark would be needed to send off the
train of insurrection.
1	Admin. Report, Muntafiq, 1920, pp. 2-3   This method of crop assessment,
introduced by the Turks, is described in detail in Revenue Report, 1917, p. 18.
As late as 1929, rope measurement was employed in the Muntafiq and else-
where in 'Iraq as a normal method of crop assessment- Report of Revenue Depart-
ment, 1928-1929, pp. 11-13; also App« O. But cf. Wilson, op. cit, p 282.
2	Telegram No. 7289, Civil Commissioner, Baghdad, to P.O. Hilla, June i6th,
1920.
3	According to the official Gazetteer of the Persian Gulf, p. 629 ff.,  Henjam
is a small, rocky and dismal island in the Persian Gulf not far from the Clarence
Straits.  Its climate in summer is 'barely tolerable*, the heat being terrific and
aggravated by moisture, sandfiies and other insects.
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